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Consider the spanning tree T of G. Let ai bi , i = 1, . . . , p, be the
cuts on the strips of Q0 not corresponding to T . Cut along them
one by one and denote the resulting surfaces Q1 , Q2 , . . . , Qp
respectively.

3

We prove by (reverse) induction that every surface (with
boundary) Qi is homeomorphic to the sphere with some number
of holes and some number of handles. Base: the surface Qp is
homeomorphic to a disc; it is a neighbourhood of the tree T . (or
induction on the edges of T ).
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To get from Qi−1 to Qi we can
first cut along a closed curve l “isotopic" to ai bi plus the portion of
the boundary of Qi−1 , which lies in the interior of Qi−1 . This gives
a surface Qi∗ with the boundary
and then cut across a segment ai ci , where ci lies on l.

If we can prove that Qi∗ is a sphere with holes and handles, we are
done by the previous step: ai and ci lie on different boundary
components of Qi∗ .
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Instead of cutting Qi−1 along l we can remove from Qi−1 a narrow
strip L containing l. The strip L is homeomorphic to an annulus; it
cannot be homeomorphic to a Möbius strip as otherwise l were an
orientation-reversing curve on Qi−1 and hence on S contradicting
the fact that S is orientable. Let l1 and l2 be the boundary curves
of L. Then the transition from Qi∗ to Qi−1 is gluing a cylinder to the
two holes Qi∗ bounded by l1 and l2 .
But this results in gluing in a handle:

So the transition from Qi to Qi−1 is equivalent to attaching a
handle.
This proves the induction step.
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Close the boundary components by discs, apply Theorem 1 and then
cut the discs out.

Theorem 3
A closed non-orientable surface is homeomorphic to the sphere with
some number of Möbius strips attached.
Exercise: show that attaching three Möbius strips (to a disc) is
equivalent to attaching a Möbius strip and a handle.
A “similar" result in dimension 3 (Poincaré Conjecture + Thurston’s
Geometrisation Conjecture): Fields Medal, Grigori Perelman, 2003.
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